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TALES FROM THE MAP ROOM: 
FACT AND FICTION ABOUT MAPS 
AND THEIR MAKERS 

Edited by Peter Barber and Chrlstopher Board. Lon
don: BBC Books, 1993, 192 pp. ISBN 0 563 36784 9 
£16.99 

Tales from the Map Room wa'> published to accompany 
the BBC television series of the same name. The series, 
produced by Julian Stenhouse, was transmitted in six parts 
during May and June 1993. Billed as a major TV series on 
maps and their makers, the overall effect was disappointing. 
The mid-evening slot did little to di'lpel the feeling that the 
progrmnmes had been made for a school'!' audience and that 
they were at lea'lt two decades past their sell-by date. Much 
of the progrmnme time wao; taken up with dry discourse 
from academics in dusty rooms or by quaint costume dra
ma-; which did little to enlighten the viewers concerning the 
histocy and purpose of cartography. A nwnber of individual 
contributions to the progrmnmes did manage to bring car
tography to life. For example, Ken Garland, perched on a 
mountainside, enthusing about the Wainwright guides, or 
the cartoonist Peter Brookes showing how maps can play 
an important part in political satire. 

Fortunately, the book bears only a passing resemblance 
to the series: the six chapters do have the same titles a-; the 
six programmes, but here the similarity end<~. While I would 
hesitate to advise anyone who was interested in cartography 
to watch the programmes, I would, with reservations, rec
ommend the book. The book aims to take "the reader into 
the secret world of maps, presenting a unique insight into 
the map-maker's art". It provides a thought-provoking in
troduction to the culture of cartography, taking ao; its basic 
premise the idea that maps tell us as much about "the 
map-maker's values and the culture in which he or she 
operated" as about the mapped features. 

Six themes, one per chapter, are explored in the book. 
Each chapter has a general introduction followed by a series 
of individual examples (each a two page spread). These 
examples can, according to the introduction, stand alone as 
a map story! However, this creates a fund.-unental problem: 
while the examples are doubtlessly valuable, many are only 
dio;cussed at vecy superficial level, leaving the reader feel
ing uno;ati<~fied - it is rather like eating at a Wool worths' Pick 
'n' Mix sweet bar instead of sitting down to a six course 
meal! Certain section<~ work better than others and these are 
described below. The book would be more successful in 
exploring the culture of map-making if fewer examples 
were examined in more depth. The use of a large number 
of different authors (thirty-two in total) also gives the book 
a rather di!liointed feel. 

The point is made in the main introduction that "No 
map can be a literal transcription of reality", that all maps 
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must be a selective view of the world. However, from the 
beginning, the authors divide cartography, culturally and 
historically, into those strands which have scientific integ
rity, and those in which science takes second place to 
"artistic expression of cultural, political and religious val
ues". While not labelled as "good" and "bad" cartography, 
the impression given to the reader is that western cartogra
phy, with its links to older scientific traditions, is somehow 
more objective. A lingering chauvinism? Even when it is 
admitted that "some of the superficially most 'scientific' of 
maps can be found, on analysis, to be peddling propaganda 
or at least a pet theory or message", the authors are implying 
that thi-; is an aberrant fonn of scientific cartography! This 
division of cartography is a flaw in a book which seeks to 
uncover the culture behind the map. The first chapter, "A 
tissue oflies", emphasizes the selectivity inherent in cartog
raphy and describes maps a-; illusions. But again, the 
dio;tinction is made between scientific cartography, which 
is forced to distort reality (e.g. projecting the globe on to a 
flat surface), and intentional distortions (e.g. for political 
reasons), a-; if two objectively differentiable fonns of car
tography really exist 

Despite the bipartite attitude to cartography which 
pervades the book. the several chapters fonn interesting and 
coherent wboles in themselves. The chapter entitled "On 
the road: navigation mapping" works very well. It is infor
mative and full of fao;cinating examples, many of which do 
stand alone ao; map stories. For example the story of Ellis 
Martin's covers for the OS District and Tourist maps is a 
little gem, well written and illustrated with beautiful map 
covers. Similarly, the chapter "London: the metropolis 
mapped" is a wonderful collection of individual items, 
covering a range of issues from urban planning, disease and 
poverty to transport and postal !lystems through the medium 
of cartography. 

Other chapters work less well, for example "The plumb 
pudding in danger: niaps and territory". This chapter suffers 
particularly from the limitations of the two-page spread 
fonnat. For instance, the item on anthropomorphic and 
satirical maps "Angling in troubled waters" simply de
scribes the Fred Rose map (of that title) in detail, then fades 
out just a<; it starts to discuss the historical development and 
purposes of such maps! And where for that matter are the 
brilliant Peter Brookes cartoon-maps that were a feature of 
the televi-;ion progrmnme? 

All in all, it is an interesting addition to any bookshelf. 
It i'l elegantly designed and the reproduction of the maps 
and other images is generally of a high quality. A vecy large 
number of the maps are in full colour. However, whether 
this book is more than the sum of it'l parts is an open 
question. 

Peter Vujakovic 
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HISTORIC LANDSCAPES OF BRITAIN 
FROM THE AIR 

Edited by Robin Glasscock. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1992. 256pp. 125 plates. ISBN 0 
521 32533 1 £29.95 hardback 

This volmne is the last of a trilogy based on material 
held within the Cambridge University Collection of Air 
Photographs. However, the illustration<; are not solely de
rived from that Collection. Indeed a high proportion are 
drawn from various Government sources while some valu
able pre-World War II photographs stem from Aerofilms 
and other sources. 

In the absence of any guidance, it is difficult to know 
who is the target audience for this volume. It is not another 
coffee-table collection of striking aerial photographs, 
though they are there in abundance. It is a book which 
provides a coherent and thorough introduction to the his
torical geography of Britain. It is, therefore, perhaps aimed 
at the undergraduate market. Alternatively, itmay be that 
it is directed at the "intelligent layman". 

The volume consist.<; of eight quite distinct contribu
tions, written in quite different styles by the contributing 
authors. Inevitably, each contributor has had to deal with 
different problems in selecting photographs around which 
to build the text. Thus Gillian Barrett, in her treatment of 
the prehistoric and Roman periods, has drawn on the famil
iar source of crop marks to illustrate many of her points. 
However, since these are not always clear to the reader, 
good use hao; been made of interpretive maps alongside the 
photographs. 

Perhaps the most difficult task fell to Tim Unwin in 
tackling the period from the Romans to 1066. Evidence 
from this time is not always demonstrable from the air and 
some of the photographs are of marginal utility. Where 
interpretive maps have been included, as with the plan of 
York, it is unfortunate that key locations such ao; Coppergate 
have not been identified on the map. 

Robin Glasscock has covered the mediaeval period (up 
to 1540) with considerable skill, drawing not only on some 
of the excellent photographs available of deserted village 
sites but also covering a whole range of topics from industry 
to the development of towno; and cao;tles. Nor has he only 
hao; he "gone for the obvious". By including a photograph 
of the upper Teifi valley around Strata Florida abbey, he has 
conveyed an excellent impression of the sort of land over 
which the Cistercian sheep flocks must have grazed. 

In Chapter 5, on Tudor and Stuart Britain, authored by 
Paul Glennie, the value of the photographs to the argument 
is not always apparent. Thus, both the illustmtiom; of 
Knowle and of Stamford do not provide any apparent 
support for the points being made. 

The discussion of Georgian Britain by Robin Butlin 
covers a wealth of issues with examples taken from almost 
every corner of the island. It raises issues which are made 
the more compelling by such evocative photogmphs as that 
of the remnants of the clearance of Stmth Brom by the 
Sutherland estate in 1820. 

Stephen Daniels ha-; made good use of the Aerotilms 
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Library for his treatment of Victorian Britain although, it 
must be said, it is remarkably Anglo-centric! Several of the 
photographs, which manage to capture the regimentatio~ of 
working-class housing of the mid-nineteenth century, date 
from the period immediately after the Second World War. 
However, there is a quite excellent shot of The Meadows in 
Nottingham dating from 1926. 

Strangely, the coverage of the twentieth century by 
Humphrey Southall provides us with some of the oldest 
photographs in this collection, notably the 1909 balloon
based photograph of Trafalgar Square from the Royal 
Aeronautical Society archives. In an attempt to sustain his 
thesis that there is an impermanence to much of the land
scape, he has concentrated, almost exclusively, on London 
and the south of England. To those who have witnessed 
massive changes in other parts of Britain, this will come as 
something of a disappointment - interesting though the 
treatment is. 

In such a beautifully presented volume it is sad that 
editing has overlooked seveml distracting points. Thus, in 
only a few ca..es (notably chapters 3 and 4) are the photo
graphs orientated, yet the explanatory text perpetually 
refers to ea'it, west etc. Similarly, no doubt especially to the 
untutored eye, many of the illustrations would have bene
fited greatly from interpretation from accompanying maps. 
This technique has only been used sparingly, but the value 
of the book would have been enhanced considembly had it 
been more widespread. It is surprising that a house such as 
CUP should allow such textual confusion as appears in the 
description of Fort George (p. 176). 

In a book which is supposed to relate to the whole of 
Britain, surely more emphasis should have been given to 
Wales and Scotland. Thus, apart from the ch.:'lpter on Geor
gian Britain which in this reviewer's opinion is well 
balanced, reference to these important parts of the country 
are notable by their absence. 

It should be emphasized that, if you seek a wide-rang
ing and authoritative introduction to the historical 
geogmphy of Britain then Historical Landscapes a,{ Britain 
from the Air provides just that. However, at nearly £30 it 
will not be within the reach of the avemge undergmduate, 
so it must be to the geneml public that the publi'ihers and 
authors must turn. It is such a pity th.:'lt a good book could 
have been an excellent book had more thought been given 
to balance and to interpretation of the illustrations. 

IanFenwick 

TOWN AND CITY MAPS OF THE BRIT
ISH ISLES 1800-1855 

By Ashley Baynton-Williams. London: Studio Edi
tions, 1992.128 pp ISBN 1 85170941 X £9.99 

This collection of fifty-six British town maps comple
ments an earlier publication from Studio Editions of 
Thomao; Moule's county maps. It renders accessible, his
torical maps of a representative selection oftowns large and 
small in England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland. It is to be 
hoped that Studio and other publishers will continue to 
extend this accessibility service. Perhaps one of them will 
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consider publishing a volume of eighteenth century British 
town panoramas, such as those by William Westley and 
Samuel and Nathaniel Buck? 

The present collection is in four parts, the town'> in each 
part being arranged in alphabetical order. First ccmes a 
section on English towns in the pre-railway age, with 
twenty maps by Cole and Roper (1801 to around 1815), one 
each by George Loader (1812), Rhodes, James and Neele 
(1828) and Staveley and Wood (1829) and five by Thomas 
Moule (1830-1836). These maps show us towns at the end 
of the medieval period in their essential layout<;. Cole and 
Roper's Norwich, for example, shows a city constrained 
within its medieval walls, its ancient sub-districts of Cones
ford, Coslany and the Saxon-Nonnan core still separated 
by gardens and open spaces. Durham (also by Cole and 
Roper) is still tiny, hardly changed from its representation 
on John Speed's map of 1610. Thcmas Moule's London 
(1831) shows a city just beginning to grow north of the 
Euston Road. 

Some of the maps have accompanying illustrations 
which give glimpses, generally tantalizing, of what the 
public parts of early nineteenth century towns looked like. 
Moule shows us the Oxford skyline, but what of St. Ebb's? 
Staveley and Wood show Nottingham Ca'\tle much a'i it is 
today, but the surrounding townscape is ignored. It would 
have been fa-;cinating to h.:we seen the intricate rows of 
properties which extended back from the market place. 
These maps, however, are clearly for the well-to-do; there 
are no hint'> of social comment. 

Part two begins with a double-page map of London in 
1843, produced by the Society for the Diffusion of Useful 
Knowledge (SDUK). The tirstrailways have arrived, docks 
have been constructed among the tields on either bank of 
the river, the city is starting to burst its bounds to north, west 
and south. The Thames must have been a more vexatious 
barrier year by year; there are still only the six bridges and 
one foot tunnel shown on Moule's earlier map. Even more 
infonnative because of it" larger scale is the double-page 
SDUK map ofBinningham, dated about 1840. This shows 
the town towards the end of the canal era, just beginning to 
respond to the coming of the railways. The tirst of these 
tenninated at Curzon Street station, a kind of cut-price 
Euston in its design, built on the fringe of the commercial 
area Binningham's medieval core can be distinguished 
around the Bull Ring market -place and St. Martin's church; 
so can the Georgian extensions for the better-off, uphill 
toward-; St. Philip's and St. Paul's churches. There are hints 
only of the multitude of !>mall factories and workshops 
which were the economic lifeblood of the town. The SDUK 
also gives us maps of Dublin, Edinburgh and Liverpool, 
three ancient towns in the throes of transition. 

Part three consists of maps of small towns produced 
around 1834 by Robert Kearsley Dawson and Jolm Wood. 
There are four Welsh examples: Aberystwyth, Bangor, 
Caernarvon and Cardigan. Part four is devoted to maps by 
John Tallis (1855). In Scotland, Tallis gives us Aberdeen, 
Perth, Edinburgh and Glasgow, in Ireland Belfao;t and Cork, 
in England a selection of industrializing urbm1 centres in the 
north. Newcastle-upon-Tyne io; shown greatly enlarged 
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from Cole and Roper's representation earlier in the book. 
Tal lis also shows us Brighton, the ftrst of the great seaside 
resorts; York, where the first railway station stands inside 
the medieval walls; and Bristol, spilling out from its con
stricted valley site. 

The maps are sharply reproduced, especially those in 
double-page fonnat; most street names are legible. Only 
Staveley and Wood's Nottingham map is unccmfortably 
over-reduced because of its awkward shape. 

The introductory notes on the maps and their makers 
are concisely adequate. The book will be useful to those 
interested in town development and popular urban map
ping. Schools may well wish to use tlle book as a 
background resource for urban fieldwork. For example, tlle 
two maps of Newcastle-upon-Tyne provide a fascinating 
acccmpaniment to a walk through the city, helping to clarify 
relationships between site, growth and function which have 
become buried within the congested urban fabric of today. 

Patrick Bailey 

WORLD ATLAS OF DESERTIFICATION 

Text by N. Middleton and D. Thomas. London: Ar
nold and UNEP, 1992. 80 pp (68 maps). ISBN 0 340 
55512 2 £89.50 hardback 

I had been hoping to get my hands on a copy of this 
book ever since I heard it wa<; being published. H0wever 
when I got it !found getting my hands around it was a major 
ta'ik! It tit<; no bookshelf, will not tit into a briefcase or bag, 
and between period" of reading for this review has resided 
under my bed. I can only assume the production department 
at Edward Arnold h.:'ld a day off when it was designed as 
none of the maps really demand a 415mm x 304mm book 
size. These are not flippant remarks, its awkwardness is an 
impediment to use. 

The book is divided into three sections. The frrst, 
entitled Global, is just that. A global review of the clima
tology of drylands is followed by sections on soil 
degradation, water and wind erosion, chemical and physical 
deterioration, soil degradation and vegetation, and fmally 
the causes of degradation. Anybody who has followed the 
work of the various UN agencies over the la-;t two decades 
will clearly see the "hand of FAO" in the structure of this 
and succeeding sections! The subsections vary from two to 
four pages in length, and are profusely illustrated with 
colour maps and diagrams, and tables, as well as the occa
sional colour plates. The material is up-to-date and provides 
a useful reference material as well as a good introduction 
to the problems for non-specialists. 

The second section focuses on Africa, and is dealt with 
using the same structure and fonnat as the tirst section. The 
empha'iis of Africa can be justified in that it is the most arid 
continental area and is currently undergoing significant 
ecological adjustments in many places. Nevertheless, a 
more balanced continental approach might have proved 
more popular with readers in Asia, the Americas and Aus
tralia! 

The tinal section deals with a series of cao.;e studies, 
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which it must be said do not compensate for the African 
focus in section two. They cover Syria, China, western 
Argentina, Kenya (Baringo District), western Mali (two 
ca-;e studies), central and northern Tunisia and the Aral Sea 
Region in central Asia. The approach taken by the different 
studies (each of which wa<; written by different authors) 
varies. The Syrian case study is vecy much an overview of 
Syria. For central western Argentina it is a worked example 
of the construction of a desertification hazard map. The cao;e 
study of Baringo District exemplifies the GIS modelling 
approach to modelling degradation and land use. The case 

_ studies cannot therefore be used in a strictly comparative 
sense, but do give an idea of the ways in which regional 
studies can be achieved. Unfortunately the lessons to be 
learned from these different approaches are not compared, 
the book ending abruptly at the end of the final case study. 
Clearly an opportunity to draw together methodological 
approaches and to put these in the context of the global and 
continental patterns outlined in sections one and two lli'ls 
been lost. 

Overall one gets the sense of a lost opportunity, many 
more things could have been done with this book that would 
have broadened its appeal. Nonetheless, it is well produced 
(apart from its size), the text is concise, and the maps and 
diagrams are of a high standard. The atlm; will be useful for 
students, policy makers and planners wanting background 
information on dtyland<; and could have a wide distribution 
on the international scene. 

Andrew Millington 

THE STUDY OF VILLAGE PLANS 

By Brian Roberts. Dm:ham: University of Dumam, 
Department of Geography. (Occasional Publication 
No 24), 1990. 30pp ISSN 0307 0913 £3.00 

This vecy good short book is ao; much a meditation on 
the richness of the Engli-;h rural landscape as a manual for 
field workers. Certainly it is no mere compendium of tech
niques, though techniques are suggested. What Brian 
Roberts does is to analyse and reflect upon the evolution of 
English villages through time and space and then propose 
ways of observing, recording and interpreting the surface 
evidence which such evolution has produced. He writes in 
the distinguished tradition ofW.G. Hoskino;, Harry Thorpe 
and many others, regarding the landscape as a document 
which can be read by those who know how to do it. His short 
book helps to show us how. Temporarily, this kind of 
landscape interpretation ha-; become unfashionable, but 
Brian Roberts remind-; us of it-; intrinsic interest a-; well as 
ito; profound educational value and importance as part of our 
national cultural understanding. 

The book's di-;cussion is tocu-;ed upon five whole-page 
sequential drawings. These show relationships between 
village site, situation and form; the uses of successive layers 
of historical mapping a<; a basis for field study; symtx)ls 
which help to clarify field mapping and render one map 
comparable with another; a schematic approach to field 
surveying; and the evolution of English villages through 
time, represented in generalized torm. 
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The text falls into two main sections, explaining and 
building upon the drawings. The first section explains the 
form of English villages; the study of form, shape, layout, 
present and past, is shown to be fundamental to the inter
pretation of village evolution. Section two deals with 
practical approaches to village study, proceeding from a 
discussion of the findings and interpretation of maps and 
other historical materials to fieldwork. There is a careful 
discussion of how best to represent landscape details, with 
instructive comments on the varied nature of slopes, earth
works and boundaries. The whole approach is then 
demonstrated throughacao;e study from Cumbria. There are 
extended comments on fieldwork methodology, a short 
section on the development of the English village through 
time, and a full bibliography, which readers will be able to 
develop for their local areas. 

All those interested in the intricate tapestty of English 
landscapes should read the book 

Patrick Bailey 

AA ESSENTIAL EXPLORER; GERMANY 

Basingstoke: AA Publishing, 1993. 288 pp ISBN 0 
7495 0564 8 £12.99 

This travel guide is one of a long and fast growing list 
produced by the AA. No fewer than three new series were 
launched in 1993, of which the Essential Explorer guides 
fonn one. Like the A A's road atlases, each series of guides 
is formulated for a particular market niche. But what has 
made this explosive diversification of guides possible has 
been the adoption of Desktop Mapping and Desktop Pub
lishing techniques in the cartographic and the design and 
editorial departments of the AA. No surprise tlli'lt the plat
form selected for publications of this kind is Apple 
Macintosh, with the favoured software packages being 
QuarkXPress and Aldus Freehand As a result it has been 
possible to tailor digital maps to suit the house style and the 
particular demand-; of the different series, and to inter
clli'lnge and adapt them as required. 

The guide is divided into three sections, the first briefly 
covering histocy and cultural topics, the second and main 
part describing places to visit, while a final section, entitled 
"Travel Facto;", contain-; useful tips for travellers and a very 
selective directoty of hotels and restaurants. 

A feature of this particular guide i-; that it covers the 
whole of unified Germany, with Eastern Germany appear
ing a-; one of the seven regional division-;. It is intended to 
be a fairly thorough treatment. In the main part of the book, 
a brief introduction to each region is followed by a descrip
tion of each of its principal or most significant towns and 
scenic are~L'i, giving factual information and points of inter
est for the tourist. The towns are dealt with alphabetically 
as well as being indexed and so are ea!ooy to fmd. Some of 
them are also rated tor their visit-worthiness. There i-; an 
urban biao; in these sections, with less attention given to the 
counttyside, but perhaps that is to be expected. A small 
additional feature however is the inclu<;ion of occasional 
scenic drive suggestions, accompanied by simple route 
maps. A number of suggested walks are also included, but 
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to describe a 30 km walk in the Harz Mountains in fewer 
than 50 words seems ill-advised, and no advice is given 
about suitable maps to take along, although a little general, 
and inadequate, map information is given in the last section 
of the book. 

Prominence is not given to the authorship of the book, 
although a number of well-known travel writers feature in 
the credits. 

The guide is very well illustrated, most strikingly by a 
large number of exceptionally sharp and attractive colour 
photographs. There are also numerous maps. These are 
mainly of two kinds: regional maps showing the principal 
roads and settlements, and street maps of major towns and 
tourist centres showing public, historical and cultural build
ings. I would have liked more of the latter, and it is a trifle 
wasteful to reproduce the map of Berlin twice, on the inside 
coveras well as in the body of the book. Both types of maps 
manage without a legend. 

The page design gives the impression of a tx)ok well 
stacked with infonnation, as indeed it is. The wide inner 
columns cany the main text, while narrower outer columns 
are used for additional short commentaries, small iconic 
images and even an occa<;ionallinearmap. This basic layout 
is used flexibly so that larger pictures and maps are allowed 
to flood across the full width of the page when required The 
result i-; a book which is stimulating to the eye and a 
plea<;ure to dip into. 

I was able to give the guide a limited field test during 
a short break in the Harz mountains recently. I found it 
generally accurate and certainly useful, although the advice 
on a<;cending the Brocken is slightly misleading, since the 
cable car to the Hexentanzplatz takes you to a viewpoint in 
fonner West Gennany looking across a broad valley, and 
the old border, toward<; the fonnerly forbidden summit, and 
this is not a good point to start an ascent There is no mention 
of the mountain railway which runs to the summit from 
Wemigerode. 

The contrasts painted in the guide between the affluent 
west and the down at heel and neglected appearance of 
towns and infrastructure in the ea<; tare still plainly apparent 
although fast changing. The guide may well have to be 
substantially revised in a few years when Medieval towns 
like the magnificent Quedlinburg, declared a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site, are restored to their original splendour. 

R.B. Pany 

THE VILLAGE ATLAS: THE GROWTH 
OF DERBYSHIRE, NOTTINGHAMSHIRE 
AND LEICESTERSHIRE 1834-1904 

By R. Bruff. Edmonton: Village Press, 1990. 202 pp 
ISBN 1 85540 026 X 

This atlas consists of reprints of the first three editions 
of the Ordnance Survey on A4 pages at a scale of two inches 
to the mile. The fonnula was used for A Village London 
Atlas which the publisher judges a-; a tremendous success, 
ju<;tifying further projects which are ba-;ed on the Briti-;h 
Library's map collection. 
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The underlying aim appears to be a source of stimula
tion for local history by demonstrating that although "one 
can travel for mile after mile through city centres and 
suburbs without a break in the endless rows of houses and 
shops", nevertheless "behind these barricades of brick and 
concrete there once existed a hamlet or village". What could 
be done for London is now available for the Ma.-1chester 
area, the West Midlands and North/West Yorkshire as well 
as the East Midlands. The maps for the latter region relate 
to the years 1824-40, 1897-99 and 1907-08, creating a 
problem in that the change between the last two maps is 
usually minimal. The main towns were growing rapidly as 
was the Nottinghamshire and North Derbyshire Coalfield 
(reflected in the expansion of the railway network). Several 
landscape parks were increasing with the expansion of 
woodlands as game cover: the building of Thoresby Hall 
near Ollerton is particularly conspicuous. But most of the 
maps for the southern part of the region shows little change 
between the last decade of the nineteenth century and the 
t1rst decade of the twentieth. 

However, the atla-; is certainly useful in making his
toric maps accessible in a way which enables readers to get 
glimpses of earlier stages in the development of their com
munities. For those unfamiliar with the region, there are 
four pages of background notes a-; well as an index listing 
all the towns and villages. 

David Tumock 

THE CADASTRAL MAP IN THE SERV
ICE OF THE STATE; A HISTORY OF 
PROPERTY MAPPING 

Roger J.P. Kain and Elizabeth Baigent. Chicago: The 
University of Chicago Press, 1992. 416 pp. ISBN 0 226 
42261 5 $49.95/£39.95 

Cadastral maps were drawn, on behalf of the state, to 
identify owners of a number of properties. When were they 
required, how were they used and, indeed, why did some 
states need, or think that they needed, them more than 
others? These are the questions that Kain and Baigent 
explore, in an impressive survey of rural cadastral mapping 
overmuch of Europe and it-; fonner colonies. The authors 
demonstrate how this genre of map was not neutral and was 
drawn to serve political purposes, both hidden and overt. 
Thus cadastral maps, as all others, must be studied and 
interpreted in relation to the political, social and economic 
context-; within which they were produced, viewed and 
used 

After setting the scene by looking at the decline of the 
cada-;tral map from its use by societies in antiquity, Kain 
and Baigent discuss the resurgence oflarge-scale mapping 
from the sixteenth century and the rise of private estate 
maps, forerunners of cada<;tral maps. Then they trace the 
perception and use of the cadastral map itself by nations 
across the world, as they emerged from their feudal pasts 
into capitalist societies. Country by country and region by 
region, the political backgrounds, needs of governments, 
attitudes of the subjects, and resultant cadastres, mapped 
and unmapped, are described 
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The Netherlands are examined, where the early devel
opment of cadastral survey and cartogmphy in the north in 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries can be closely 
linked both to Dutch cultuml, mercantile and imperiru ex
pansion, and to a highly developed and capitalist 
agriculture. The Nordic countries demonstmte the connec
tion between cadastral mapping and the presence of a 
powerful monarch, and the link with capitalism. Feudal 
forms of land tenure over much of Norway made cadastml 
mapping an impossibility; in Denmark, Kain and Baigent 
demonstmte how a significant change in the concept of 
ownership occurred partly as a direct result of the use of 
cadac;tral maps. Common themes from the varied history 
of cadastral mapping of Germanic lands are identified: 
political and economic influences, the need of monarchs for 
maps for administmtive reforms, the use of maps to ~ym
bolize power, the effectc; of political fragmentation, the 
perception of costs and benefit<.; from mapping, and the 
intemction of cadastral mapping with that elc;ewhere in 
Europe. An Appendix gives a regional guide to the litem
tore on cadastral mapping in Germany. The role of the 
Austrian Habsburg lands in the development of cadastml 
mapping is shown to have been late and slight only after 
the power and autonomy of the church and nobility had 
been reduced was it possible to introduce a cadac;tre, in the 
nineteenth century, by which time the burden of taxation 
had in any cac;e moved away from ruml areao;. The French 
Revolution removed similar vested interests in France from 
influence and enabled the compilation of a mapped cadao;tre 
to reform land taxation. In England and Wales, however, 
political and economic conditions meant that the only fully 
comprehensive mappedcadao;tral survey was carried out for 
a few years after 1910. On the other hand, cadao;tral map
ping was widespread in the European colonies of North 
America. India and Australao;ia as a means for a landowner 
to achieve a secure status. 

After so describing more than 125 mapped cadastral 
surveys, most of which were 1.ystematic surveys of whole 
territories, Kain and Baigent dmw the threads together and 
focus on what can be learned from the intemction between 
these cadastres and their spono;ors. The authors outline the 
chronology of cadastml mapping, and then summarzse the 
uses to which the maps were put: for land reclamation, the 
evaluation and management of state land resources, land 
redistribution and enclosure, colonial settlement, land taxa
tion, and as ~ymbols of state control and tools of mtional 
government. All of these uses, however, were sufficient but 
not necessary for cadastml mapping. There was no one 
essential precondition: the maps have to be understood in 
the context of the balance of power and interest in each 
place and time. 

A coherent, structured and convindng argument isthus 
put forward, which mnges widely over space and time. 
From time to time, perhaps, a little more detail would have 
been helpful. In particular, the concluding chapter could 
have dmwn out some more of the common themes, such as 
the relation between cadastral maps and other mapping of 
the areas, large and small scale, private and public. Survey
ors of cadastml maps are mentioned throughout in some 
countries there were formal 1.ystems of training and control; 
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elsewhere, regulation was much more relaxed. On occa
sion, they were given detailed instructions; sometimes, they 
were left to their own devices. How did differences be
tween states and time periods affect the perception and use 
of maps by nations? A discussion of such topics would 
have further strengthened the argument. 

The volume has been carefully and thoughtfully putto
gether. Each chapter mentions a number of places and 
regions indicated on a map which, on occasion, outlines the 
political history of the area. These figures are very valu
able, and there is a good number of illustmtions of cadastml 
maps. Kain and Baigent have given a useful definition to 
'cadastral map', a term which has hitherto been used 
loosely and misleadingly on many occasions, and have 
demonstrated the relationship between maps and the state 
in a most effective way. Cadastral Maps in the Service of 
the State was awarded the 1991 Kenneth Nebenzahl Prize 
for the best new manuscript in the history of cartogmphy, 
an accolade which was fully deserved 

Samh Bendall 

ORDNANCE SURVEY PATHFINDER 
GUIDE: PEMBROKESHIRE AND 
GOWER WALKS 

Norwich: Jarrold Publishing, 1993. 228 x 133 mm, 
80pp. ISBN 0 7117 0611 5£6.95 

This is one of twenty guides now in the Pathfmder 
Series. It is of pocket-book size so it is eao;y to slip into 
one's pocket but it contains a wealth of information show
ing that much research hao; gone into producing this book. 

The area covered by the volume is an interesting choice 
as both Pembrokeshire and Gower are in sepamte adminis
trative areas, namely Dyfed and West Glamorgan 
respectively. Both are also sepamted by a stretch of water, 
Carmarthen Bay. However, both areas have much in com
mon, they have spectacular coastal scenery, all of which is 
Heritage Coast, beautiful beaches sepamted by dramatic 
headlands, as well as good walking interiors. They both 
have a strong Englio;h influence because they were areas 
where Flemish settlers found refuge from persecution: in
deed Pembrokeshire is often known as 'Little England 
beyond Wales'. In the northern parts there ic; a stronger 
Welsh influence and it is interesting to compare the place
names in the south with those in the north of each area. 
Oxwich and Port Eynon in south Gower with Llanrhidian 
and Penclawdd in north Gower. A similar comparison can 
be made in Pembrokeshire and shows the dichotomy of 
influences in both areas. 

The book starts with an introductory section which is 
both informative and helpful to the reader. The 'Introduc
tion to Pembrokeshire and Gower' gives a brief description 
of the history and geogmphy of the two places. For Gower 
it says "For the first time visitor, Gower comes as quite an 
eyeopener'', simply spreading the news that the locals have 
known for a long time- after all, it is Britain's ftrSt Area of 
Outo;tanding Natuml Beauty. It ha'l been said that a visitor 
could go to a different beach each day of a two week 
holiday. Many of those beaches, because of the need to walk 
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to them, are free of the hordes of visitors who come in cars, 
even on Bank Holidays. 

The introduction includes a glossary of Welsh words 
which are found in placenames and a section on National 
Parks and Countryside Recreation. This latter part is im
portant because nearly all of the Pembrokeshire coast 
makes up one of Wales's three National Parks. Much of 
the Gower coast is owned by the National Trust so there is 
a short explanation of the work of that organization. This 
is followed by a sectioo on the Ramblers' Association, 
Walkers and the Law and the Countryside Charter, all 
giving helpful hints and warnings to the walker. 

Between the Introduction and the Walks there are two 
key maps at a scale of 1:250 000, identical to the O.S. maps 
at that scale of the region, except that these have the walks 
located by a footprint symbol and a number in yellow and 
red. These clearly show the location in relation to towns 
and roads, for ease of planning a walking holiday. 

There are 28 walks divided into three categories- 'short 
eao;y walks' (7 in number); 'walks of moderate length likely 
to involve sane modest uphill walking' (11 in number) and 
fmally 10 in the category of 'more challenging walks which 
may be longer and/or over rugged terrain often with some 
stiff climbs'. All types of walkers are catered for. As is 
to be expected, because of the difference in size of area there 
are more walks in Pembrokeshire than in Gower. The 
pages of the walks are colour coded, so that by flicking the 
pages along their corners, ooe can quickly reach the grade 
of walk required. 

Each walk starts with a table of information which 
gives the starting point, the dio;;tance (both metric and impe
rial), the approximate time it would take, a place to park a 
car, places of refreshment (tea rooms, pubs and restauranLo;) 
and a list of the O.S. maps which would supplement the 
maps provided within each walk. These maps are at the 
1:25 000 scale and have the route marked by a yellow band, 
a colour that is trano;;parentenough notto obliterate the detail 
beneath. A red arrow indicates the direction to travel and 
yellow letters on a red disc show turning poinLo; in the walk 
which are described in the text There are two pages of 
conventional signs which should all be familiar to cartog
raphers, but which also include the 1.ymbolo; used to show 
the walks. 

A brief general description of the walk precedes the 
main text which describes the direction to take, with any 
obstacles, interspersed with infonnation about features to 
be seen. The final page (inside back cover) hao; advice on 
walking safety, timely advice in view of press reports of 
recent walking accident-;, where the walkers have been 
ill-prepared and badly equipped. 

Altogether this book is a gem: it is well worth buying 
and should lao;;t a loog time. It io; bound in a hard wearing 
cloth attractively printed in a dominant green colour with a 
colour photograph ofMarloes Sands, Pembrokeshire on the 
front. If this is an indication of the material in the other 
nineteen volumes in the series then I shall certainly pur
chase one if it coincides with my chosen holiday area 

GuyB.Lewis 
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DELE ET UTILE. THE WORK OF THE 
ROBERT DE VAUGONDY FAMILY OF 
MAP MAKERS 

Mary Sponberg Pedley. 'fling: Map Collector Publi
cations, 1992. 251 pp 8 colour and 82 b/w 
illustrations. ISBN 0 906430 12 7 £85 

This work is an important addition to the relatively few 
substantial studies of the activity and output of individual 
family fums of map makers and sellers. The founder Gilles 
Robert inherited the stock of the earlier Sanson family, and 
with his son Didier held a significant position in French 
cartography through much of the eighteenth century. The 
family fortunes drained away during the Revolution after 
their deaths. In the spirit of the Enlightenment, an objective 
view of the world, which was measurable as well as observ
able, has its expression not merely in geography illuminated 
by maps, but in a highly developed cartography where maps 
in themselves illuminate geographic thought Copperplate 
engraving, with fine linework and expressive lettering and 
infonnative cartouches, conveyed in compilation a careful 
evaluation of the expanding body of geographical infonna
tion about the world. The title of the book expresses the 
Vaugondy aim that maps should be both beautiful and 
useful. 

The flCSt half of the book is historical narrative, the rest 
is a detailed catalogue of the fonn and occurrence of maps 
identified with the Vaugondys. The individual works of the 
father and son are not usually distinguishable by name, but 
the seminal work of the fatherinhisAtlas PortatifUniversel 
et Militaire must have relied to an extent on the son who 
was making hio; own name in the demanding discipline of 
globe construction. Their next major work, the Atlas Uni
verse/, wao;; oo the sanewhat innovative basis that an atlas 
should be easy to handle, complete, unifonn and consistent. 
At a time when atlases were often bizarre! y large, theirs was 
to be "commode". Enough maps were to be included as to 
pennit study in broad and in detail, and they should be 
presented on unifonn scales which allowed comparison, 
and by 1.ymbols and styles of writing which improved 
clarity and accuracy of expression. 

The fmancing of the production and publication of 
such a major work over much of a decade involved one 
Bonlet, a printer and publisher, as the entrepreneur. The 
author labels him as somewhat uno;crupulous, but his enter
prise in selling it by subscription is evidenced by the sale 
of over 1100 copies. Large and small paper copies were 
offered, and early subscribers got the best impressions. 

The Vaugondys did the c001pilation. The engraving 
was as usual farmed out, to the specialist Delahayes who, 
as often with crafLo;;men, received payment only by stages 
with serious retentions by the publio;herbeyond proof stage. 
Some interesting figures for the cost of production are 
given. The most expensive fonn of the atlas was sold at 150 
Livres, but the 108 maps in the atlao; cost Bonlet 220 Livres 
per map just for the engraving, an outlay of 23,760 Livres. 
However, since he was gathering 121,752 Livres by sub
scription alone, he was obviously on to a good thing! It is 
noted that the 220 Livres to the engravers reflected a plate 
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with 6000 words and filled with detail. The author has 
gathered a useful number of such details about the practice 
and management of cartographic work in the mid-eight
eenth century. 

Apart from these world atlases, the Vaugondys were 
involved in the production of a wide range of maps, some 
as separates and some to illustrate particular works, includ
ing the supplement to the Encyclopedie. One interesting 
c001ment on the nature of geographical thought in the last 
quarter of the eighteenth century is to be found in Didier's 
Nouveau Systeme Geographique in which he tried to ex
press the various conflicting accounts of the geography of 
northwest America in a conjectural compilation since the 
reality did not add up. 

The text makes interesting reading. The black and 
white illustrations, which are printed integral with the text 
on heavy coated paper, are well reproduced apart from a 
couple. The colour plates are splendid- the only snag being 
that they do not appear to have been selected by the author. 
In particular, the striking frontispiece from the Atlas Uni
verse[ which is also reduced to good effect on the dust 
jacket. is from a Venice edition of 1776 which does not 
figure in the catalogue, and the colourful double-page 
spread of a town plan of Paris is not by the Vaugondys, 
despite the extended account given in the text of the numer
ous edition<; of their own obviously very successful plan. 

The catalogue lists 499 maps, including those from the 
atla<ies. The infonnation about the maps, including occur
rence of states and locations of examples, io; given in 
standardized form derived from an unedited computerized 
database complete with redundant elements, Two particular 
pointo; of criticism are from the presentation of infonnation 
about scale. Since no representative fractions (RF.) appear 
on the maps, these have been calculated when possible 
along the latitude scale. In such circumstances it is not really 
valid to create an RF. to four significant tigures for small 
scale maps, such as c. 1: 1 775 000. Equally it is confusing 
to measure unitary element-; in a scale bar which result in 
three adjacent maps on, for example, page 173 producing a 
c001mon R.F. of c. 1: 290 000 but recording 35, 36 and 37 
mm as the measure of "2 Lieus d'une heure". There is aLo;o 
unnecessary confusion over the spelling in French of miles 
and thousando; and the singular of league. 

lanMumford 
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SHORTER NOTICES 

William P. Cumming Map Collection at Davidson College 
(William Cumming Rose Fund Publication, No 1, 1993) has 
been published by the E.H. Little Library, Davidson Col
lege. This 17 page booklet illustrates, lio;ts and describes an 
important collection of early maps of the Southeao;t of 
America donated by William Cumming, a leading historian 
of American mapping and a former member of the College 
faculty. The text has been written by Helen Wallis, a per
sonal friend of the Cummings. She provides a biographical 
note about Cumming ao; well as a descriptive essay on the 
maps in the collection. The booklet is nicely produced and 
Helen Wallis's commentary most infonnative. Unfortu
nately most illustrations, printed on a sepia background, are 
greatly reduced and serve only to give a general impression 
of the original maps. The exception are the colour repro
ductions on the cover, which are of Sebastian Munster's 
New World (1540) and a rare map of Florida (1584) by 
Geronimo de Chavas, showing names of Indian tribes. 
The booklet is availtlble ji·m11 the E. H. Little Library, Davidson 
College. Davidson, NC 28036. 

Last Word Leisure Maps are folded brochures each com
prising a large regional map highlighting the location of 
leisure facilities. Small street maps of towns in the area are 
alo;o s001etimes included. The maps are utilitarian in ap
pearance, but are well supported by a great deal of 
additional infonnation, describing places of interest and 
including numerous advertisements for accommodation 
and leisure facilities. The maps are intended to be annual 
publications. Recent issues include The New Forest, 
Bournemouth and 25 miles around and The Isle ofWight. 
Available at £1.95 each from Ltm Word Maps, COLA lntema
timwl Products, Lymin.fter Road, Lyminster, Littlehampton, West 
Sussex BN7 7QQ 

The Admiralty Collection is a selection of reproductions 
from the Archives of the Hydrographic Office. Eighteen 
charto; currently make up the collection, but further expan
sion of the series is planned. The tirst examples are 
concentrated in the South and South West of England, South 
Wales, the Thames, the Thames Estuary to the Wash, Isles 
of Scilly and the Isle of man. They wee originally published 
between the years 17 51 and 1839 and represent the work of 
the Admiralty and private publio;hers from those pioneering 
years. Each chart io; printed on high quality embossed art 
paper and they are particularly suitable for framing. 
The charts retail at £4.95 all(/ are available direct from the 
Hydrographic Office, Marketi11g Bm11ch, Tau11ton TAl 2DN,from 
whom a catalogue and order form are also available. 
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